
 

If you’re interested in this role, please contact: 
 

Email: margaret.bartnikiewicz@gcemployment.uk                                    
Tel: 07503620815 

Classified: Public 

 

Maintenance Assistant 
Closing Date: 24/09/2021 
 
Description: 

Hotel Football is currently recruiting for an Engineer to join our hardworking, talented 
Maintenance Team. 
 
The culture of Hotel Football is what truly sets it apart from other hotels. We believe in a world-
class, welcoming service, where guests can relax as if they were at home, while still receiving top 
class treatment from our team. 

 
 
 
Responsibilities: 

Hotel Football is are looking for an experienced Maintenance Engineer with mechanical and 
electrical experience to join our busy engineering team. You must have experience of working 
within a fast paced hotel environment. This is a great opportunity for an engineer who likes to be 
'hands on' and work within a busy fast-paced environment. 
 
Reporting to the Maintenance Manager, the successful candidate will ensure the property is 
maintained to the highest possible standards. You will be professional, enthusiastic and 
trustworthy. You have a ‘can do’ attitude as well as the initiative required to multi task in this busy 
environment. 
 
Requirements: 
-Minimum 2-3 years work history from a hotel environment 
-Ability to prioritize in a fast-paced environment and be standards driven 
-A good knowledge of Health and Safety 
-Flexibility in day to day job demands, remain focused when priorities and practices changes. 
-Excellent organizational skill 

 
 
 
Benefits: 

-Fantastic employee/ friends and family rates across all GG Hospitality properties with 50% off 
food during your stay 
-Employee/ friends and family rates across all Marriott brands  
-Employee/ friends and family rates across the Small Luxury Hotels of the World brands 
-Rewards for Employee Milestones, Employee of the Month, Most Guest Mentions incentives  
-Access to the Perkbox website and app 
-Discounts on travel  
-Meals on shift 
-Complimentary dry cleaning 
-Access to Hussle app - Money off gym members including digital fitness offerings 
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Classified: Public 

Details: 
Rate of Pay: Competitive 
Working Hours: TBC 
Contract Type: Permanent, Full Time 

 


